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This issue consists of multiple interesting topics
submitted by members Richard Slee, Ron Mazza,
Jacqui Cook, John Fursdon, Andy Oakes, and Frank
Bushe. Thank you all very much for taking the time
to compose and share these anecdotes. Along with
key Board updates, this issue promises to be just as
popular as the last. On the cover this month is a
Race Night photo taken by Yuri Kuzmin, snapped on
June 26th, of Abracadabra rounding the mark.
We have incredible advertisers and sponsors who
continue to participate generously in supporting
this publication. Please reciprocate where possible.
Thank you!
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Cal 3-30

An eBay Special
By Andy Oakes

(Deb and I joined the Club in 2007. It was a year of

of all was the lack of a head. We pursued the idea of a

firsts and do-not-repeat moments we'll never forget.

port-a-potty, however it was brought to our attention

The following lightly revised Clipper article of mine from

by the Canadian Coast Guard that the addition of a

2007 is for all those first-time sailors who recently

port-a-potty in a boat that was not configured to have

joined the QC, a reminder that we all start somewhere

a head is illegal. Thus the dream of converting the

and that the learning never ends.)

Outlaw into a Lake Simcoe cruiser was lost. All of our

When asked what I was looking for when buying a used
sailboat on eBay, my first answer was, “Has to be size.”
It really didn’t matter at first the type of boat, just as
long as it was larger than the one I had.
Our first boat was an Outlaw, a 24-foot swing keel built
in 1974 by Sail Craft Canada, a great starter boat but
definitely not much of a cruiser. The Outlaw had very
little in the way of amenities—a barbecue, a
microwave, and a small ice box—but most inconvenient

experience up until this season had been that of day
sailing around Lake Simcoe, sailing out of Kontiki
Marina on the south end of Cook's Bay to Barrie, Orillia,
and Sutton, but after eight years we felt we were ready
for more.
The thought of sailing a Great Lake was admittedly very
intimidating, and the thought of doing it in my little
Outlaw was unfathomable. Prior to joining QCYC we had
no idea what to expect, and I was very surprised to see
people cruising the Great Lakes in smaller boats. Hence
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my first QCYC lesson: sailing experience is much more

cost of paying the winter storage. A lot of the boats for

valuable than the amount of freeboard on one’s boat,

sale on eBay were U.S. boats, predominantly out of the

especially when it comes to having to climb back

south: Florida, Texas, San Francisco. The number of

aboard. But by this point the Outlaw was long gone,

saltwater boats available far exceeded the number of

the Cal 3-30 was on the way, and were really, really

freshwater boats, but there was no shortage of either.

looking forward to a boat with a head.

Why a Cal 3-30? Two reasons motivated me to buy the

Living downtown was one more reason to want to begin

Cal. First, the 30 really grabbed me, and the fact that it

sailing Lake Ontario. With the commute north now

was selling with no reserve. For those that are

taking an average of at least an hour from downtown

unfamiliar with eBay, it is an online auction that sells

on a good day and upwards of two to three hours on

almost anything. Boats, cars, clothes, airline tickets,

the long weekends, it became clear that there were

services—anything you can think of has probably been

better options.

sold on eBay. A reserve is the minimum amount that a

We began watching eBay on a regular basis in late
September in hopes of finding a boat. Like in all things
there is a good time to buy a boat, and a bad time. We
felt that if we had waited until the spring when the
boating season was just gearing up we would have paid
a premium that would have been much higher than the

person will accept for an item. If the reserve is not
met, then the item remains unsold and can be relisted
in order to get a higher price. Most items on eBay are
listed with a reserve, but on occasion you may find an
item that you are looking for whose seller is highly
motivated and just wants the item gone. In our case it
was the seller’s first time using eBay and he failed to
register a reserve when he
listed the item, which meant
that it was going to be sold
regardless of price. After
looking into the cost of
shipping I was trying to stay
as close to home in my
search as possible, so when I
came across the Cal I was
happy to see that it was in
Michigan on Lake St. Clair,
which wasn’t too far, and
could be sailed home.
When bidding on items for
sale on eBay you have the
opportunity to ask the seller
questions through the site.

Prior to bidding on the boat I contacted the seller to

before entering a bid, especially if there are only a few

ask the usual questions, “Why are you selling the

bidders. In the end it was me and two others bidding

boat?”, “What is the condition of the hull and deck?”,

on the Cal. I was able to follow their bid history and

“Does it run?”, “Does it come with sails?”, “Does it

come up with a game plan. It was down to fifteen

have a head?”, and—of paramount concern to anyone

minutes left in the auction before I began my charge. I

buying a boat—“Does it float?” The seller was quick to

nudged the bids up $100 at a time to test the waters.

respond with all the right answers, and although the

One of the bidders had set a maximum so the computer

boat did not have a recent survey, the price was worth

was matching my bids in increments of $50. The other

the risk. There were roughly 15 quality pictures of the

bidder was waiting it out. With about four minutes left

boat’s interior, deck, engine, and hull which made me

in the auction, the first bidder had reached his max.

feel confident that the condition of the boat was not

At that point the second bidder jumped in and the fury

being misrepresented.

began. In the end the price of the boat went up $2500

I felt that a large purchase such as a 30-foot sailboat
warranted a real conversation, so I emailed my phone
number to the seller. The seller was a single profes-

in the last fifteen minutes of the auction, and luckily
when time ran out I came out on top. The Cal 3-30
was mine.

sional named Matt who raced the boat on weekends. He

I was not able to be there when the boat was delivered

was very candid in our conversation as to the overall

so my aunt and uncle took delivery for me. I was

condition of the boat and what was in need of repair.

confident in the boat’s condition when my uncle called

With all my questions answered I inquired into winter

and asked if he could take it off my hands for what I

storage in both Toronto and Windsor. Fortunately my

paid for it. A little fishy, I thought, so I decided that

uncle lives in Amherstburg, near Windsor, and sails out

the Cal and I were meant to be.

of Kingsville. He was able to secure winter storage for
my boat at St. Clair Marina in LaSalle, saving me
roughly 40% over the cost of winter storage in Toronto.
Quashing the thought of a fall sail home I set my sights
on a leisurely spring sail down Lake Erie.

We first saw the boat in February on our annual drive to
Florida. It was on its cradle in the yard when Deb and I
first saw it, and the first thing we said to each other
was “It’s big, really big.” And with smiles on our faces
we climbed aboard. As with anything used it needed

Now that the dream of a new boat was becoming a

some work, but it was everything we hoped it would be

reality, delivery became a concern, as it wasn’t going to

and more. All the switches, lights, and navigation

be dropped off at the local post office or UPS. The seller

instruments worked. Not only did they all work, but

had offered to sail it from Lake St. Clair to the storage

they were actually on the right switches. It had no

facility if I was the winning bidder. With that being the

leaks, and came with one mainsail, one 150% Genoa,

final hurdle crossed I was eager to place my bid.

one light-wind headsail, one Mylar 150% Genoa,

As with any transaction the goal is to get the best price
possible. In order to manipulate your purchase price on
eBay I recommend waiting until late in the auction

a head foil 2 hard luff, and a brand new CD player with
satellite radio and remote. People ask us if we are
happy with the purchase. For the record, yes, very
much so.
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Profile

Pat and Diana Walton
By Richard Slee

Pat has lived almost all his life
on or near water. He was born

His parents and three siblings
Typical Moses Boat

emigrated to Canada in 1955.

in 1937 and spent his youth in

He soon joined them, arriving

Barbados, a country where his

at Malton airport in the middle

ancestors settled in the 17th

of a snowstorm. He got his first

century. His first boat was a

job the next day at a local

homemade canoe to which he

bank. Soon after, he studied

soon added a sail. He then

surveying and went on to work

progressed to a “moses,” a

on a city crew, laying out the

typical local open boat that he

Don Valley Parkway. From there

would sail up and down in

he became an expert tunnel

front of his family’s house on

surveyor and eventually a

the south coast, sometimes

partner in a construction

bringing home fish for supper.

company, involved in all

He was very active in sports at

aspects of tunnel construction,

school, an aggressive opening

including micro-tunnelling.

batsman for the cricket team,
and a representative for Barbados on the national water
polo team.
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He joined QC in 1969, with an Alberg 22. He sailed this
on a Queen City Club cruise across the lake with his

brother Denis, also a keen sailor. They were
awarded a bottle of rum for arriving ahead of

1980 Resolute II moored to

the others. Unfortunately, everyone then came

dock on American side

on board to help drink the rum (followed by the
other booze on board). Pat sailed on weekends
with his wife Roz and young daughters Julie and
Sarah.
In 1971 he bought a new C&C27 Mk I as their
next family boat, the first Resolute. The “old
guard” at
1974 Resolute returning
to QCYC after a year in the
Caribbean

Queen
City at
that time
all sailed
Albergs and were
rather disapproving of the
new design,

Between 1971 and 1993 he raced Resolute and Resolute
II (a Niagara 35) in the Wednesday night races and C&C
level racing, and in 1981 won the first Niagara 35
Regatta (photograph in the Snug washroom!).

especially on the

Pat learned to run all aspects of the marine yard from

racecourse!

members like Frank Madrick and Bobby Norton in the

In October 1973
Pat sailed
Resolute to

early 70s. He and Freddie Mayerhofer were always busy
in the marine yard; he assisted Freddie with the
positioning of the Rapids Queen as a breakwater in

Barbados via
Bermuda and
Antigua.
Navigation was
by sextant,
steering with a Hasler Wind Vane. It was a boisterous
trip and his crew abandoned ship in Bermuda! Once he
was in Barbados, his family soon joined him and they
gradually sailed back to Toronto, returning in the fall of
1974—probably one of the first QCYC families to cruise
south. That year they won both the Georgina World Cup
for the greatest number of ports visited, and the
Valhalla Trophy for best cruising log.

1978 New winch, with Pat
Walton and Fred Mayerhofer

1979. He drove the winch for

in 1976, he designed it,

25 years at launch and

obtained city approval, and

haulout. After the winch house

supervised the connection to

was moved to its current

the pumping station.

location and the grade of the

In 1978 QC members awarded

ramp was considerably reduced,

Pat a “Recognition of Bravery”

Wayne Lilley, the Yard

award for saving a member’s

Chairman, asked Pat to design

son after their heavy ferro-

the concrete railway ties that

cement boat fell over while

are in place today, to replace

being hauled, trapping his foot

the rotten wooden ties.

against the wall. Pat climbed

While his daughters were in

down under the boat and

Junior Club, he brought over a

freed him.

load of lumber and replaced

In 1994 Pat and his second

the floor of the old Junior Club

wife Diana retired, and sailed

(on the American side).

their C&C 27 Mk III offshore

In 1975, our clubhouse was

down to St. Martin in the

undergoing major renovation. Pat was on the

Caribbean. They were forced to wait out four hurricanes

Committee and horrified his fellow members by recom-

(three anchors set aft, boat tied into the mangroves) in

mending that the old club be torn down and a new

the sheltered Baie des Cyclones in Marin,

clubhouse built, thus avoiding years of maintenance.

Martinique—an excellent place to enjoy fresh

He was overruled and we still have our clubhouse,

baguettes, French cheeses, local mangoes and

which is celebrating its 98th birthday.

avocados! In October 1995 they sailed to Barbados,

When the sewer connection was made to the clubhouse

where they built their own house, on the sea of course.
(Diana had started sailing in 1964 at Maldon on the
Blackwater, Essex, in a
1998 The Waltons’ Barbados

1931 24' wooden cutter

home under construction,

with tanbark sails.)

Resolute I in front yard

In 2001–2 they spent a
year “cruising” in Europe,
living in a Hymer trailer
pulled by a VW Golf
Diesel, visiting Germany,
Austria, France, Spain,
Portugal, Italy, Luxem-

bourg, Belgium, Holland, Norway, Denmark, and

This is both Pat's and Diana’s 50th year at QC and they

Sweden—a wonderful holiday. They also spent five very

have of course seen major changes since 1969. Boats

enjoyable months in the winter of 2006 visiting both

were smaller then and electronics were almost non-

the North and South Islands of New Zealand.

existent. It was truly a self-help club in that most

After their Barbados house was eventually sold in 2006,
they bought Resolute IV, a Pacific Seacraft 34, and
started their cruising life on board, visiting almost all

members had the skills to repair and maintain all
aspects of the Club, grounds, and moorings with no
need for Work Hour Credits. Life was far less frenetic.

the Eastern Caribbean islands and then the Bahamas for

Entertainment was also simpler. Individual members

5½ months every winter. They stored Resolute IV on the

would organize special evenings. Pat's and Roz’s

hard in Grenada or Antigua for 6½ months, and then

“Caribbean Night” parties, with West Indian food and

flew back to launch their C&C 27 Mk IV Resolute and

music and Pat’s famous rum punch, limbo dancing, etc.,

spend the summers at QCYC.

were very popular. Sailpast was the only event to have

Age eventually caught up with them and Resolute IV
now cruises on Lake Ontario.
Apart from their sailing life, they have been members
of the Bruce Trail Association and still enjoy walking
wherever they are. They also are keen bird watchers and
always carry binoculars!

a live band, otherwise a DJ was sufficient to get
everyone up and dancing.
Regarding the future, they feel it is important that
QCYC has more Senior Members than Associates, so that
it is not primarily a social club. Recent flooding is very
concerning and a permanent solution needs to be
found urgently.

2016 Resolute IV leaving the Bahamas,
with Pat and Diana Walton

Part One

International
14-Foot Dinghies
at QCYC 1949
to 1983
By Ron Mazza

1958 - Davey Bell, at the helm,
& Johney Lye in Kiltie.

An old friend, David Bell, recently passed away in
Victoria BC. Davey sailed International 14-Foot
Dinghies at QCYC from the mid ’50s to the mid ’60s. He
left us half models he built of the three 14s he owned
while at the Club, a ’54 Bourke named Kiltie, a Proctor
V named Piobaireachd, and one of his own design which
he named Dugly Uckling.
This gift has triggered some fond memories of a significant time in my life and an important chapter in the
history of QCYC. We plan to turn these half models into
a permanent display commemorating the history of
International 14-Foot Dinghy sailing at Queen City. We
hope to have a ceremony unveiling this CommemoPAGE 10 QCYC CLIPPER AUGUST 2019

ration in the fall. What follows is a summary of that
history. But first, a brief introduction to 14s.

What is an International 14-Foot
Dinghy?
The Class that became the International 14 is the
combination of a number of different 14-foot dinghies
that evolved separately in different parts of the British
Empire including Canada in the early 20th century. They
amalgamated into the International 14-Foot Dinghy in
the 1920s. In Canada the class organization became
simply CDA (Canadian Dinghy Association). If you raced
a Dinghy, it was a 14.

It is a development class. Designers could experiment
with hull shapes and sail plans within the restrictions
of the rules, so the boats continually evolved. Advances
in dinghy design and construction were pioneered in
14s. The basic parameters of a 14 were maximum
length 14',
maximum beam
5'6", a specified
maximum weight
and a maximum sail
area; also the boat
had to be
”open”—i.e., no
decks. Different hull
shapes were
identified initially
by their builders,
then by the name of
the designer differentiated either by
the year it was
designed or by a
sequential number.
14 designs sailed at
Queen City included
Greavettes, ’51 and
’54 Bourkes, Proctor
Vs and VIIs, Buller
IIs, Kirby IIs, IIIs,
IVs, and Vs. Bourke,
Buller, and Kirby
were all Canadian
14 sailors. Kirby went on to design the Laser.
Though never an Olympic class itself, 14 sailors
populated the Olympic Teams of the countries with
strong 14 fleets. Throughout the '50s, '60s and '70s,
14s were the most popular high-performance dinghy in
Canada. There were strong fleets in Ottawa, Kingston,
Montreal, Deep River, London, Oakville, and especially
Toronto, with fleets at RCYC, QCYC, NYC, IYC, TS&CC,
and the Boulevard Club. In addition to mid-week racing

(QCYC and RCYC had a reciprocal agreement to join
each other’s Wednesday and Thursday night races), and
local weekend regattas, there were annual 14 events in
other cities and in the US. The national championship,
known simply as CDA, rotated among different clubs. A
unique event to 14
racing was team
racing. In addition
to the periodic
international team
races between
Canada, USA,
Britain, and
Bermuda, there were
annual hotly
contested local
team races. Fourand later three-boat
teams from different
yacht clubs would
compete against
each other in round
robin competition
for the Curry Cup.

16-year-old Allan Rae

1940s: In
the
Beginning,
the Cove
Fleet

sailing his brand new 14.

Part of the genesis
of the QCYC 14 fleet
was the Ward's Island Cove Fleet. The Cove Fleet was
started by Island resident Jackson Clapp in the early
1940s to provide a sailing opportunity for his young
sons, Doug and Don. The boat he chose was 8' Sabot
Pram. The “cove” in question is located on the north
side of Ward's Island adjacent to the Eastern Gap. In its
heyday the fleet grew to over 40 boats and became an
incubator for young sailboat racers. Before there was a
Junior Club at QCYC some members of the Cove Fleet,
including Allan Rae, Doug and Don Clapp, and Paul
AUGUST 2019 QCYC CLIPPER PAGE 11

Henderson attended RCYC Junior Club. However, they
were allowed to represent QCYC in competition for
the Aphrodite Cup, the Canadian Junior Sailing
Championship, because QCYC allowed them to join
for a $1 membership. And they won! Paul Henderson
in 1949 and Allan Rae in 1952.
Many of these young Cove Fleet sailors went on to
sail 14s, the preeminent sailing dinghy of the time.
Paul Henderson was lured away to RCYC to sail 14s
there and then into Olympic sailing. He eventually
became President of the International Sailing Federation but has always kept a soft spot in his heart for
14s and QCYC. Doug and Don Clapp became the first
QCYC 14 sailors in 1949 and Allan Rae followed soon
after.

1950s: The Three Mustysteers
The 14 fleet at QCYC gained momentum in 1952
when Al Rae Sr. and Ed Stanger bought two brand
new state-of-the art hulls designed by the Canadian
14 designer and sailor Charlie Bourke. The boats
were completed in the Great Hall over the winter.
One, KC107, was for 16-year-old Allan Rae Jr. and
the other, KC106, was originally for Ed Stanger
himself but was soon sold to a young Peter Jones.
After the departure of Doug Clapp, Allan and Peter were
joined by John Davies. They became the self-styled,
“Three Mustysteers." From that nucleus the fleet grew
with the addition of Davey Bell,
Jack Barber, Dennis Young, and Mel
Harris, among others.
The dinghies were originally stored
in lockers on the ground floor of
the main clubhouse and were
launched directly into the water in
front of the Club. By 1957 the
number of 14s at the Club had
increased to the extent that a separate dinghy shed
building was constructed to store eight boats. The
dinghy shed became home to the QCYC 14 fleet for the
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Three Mustysteers 1955,
Allan Rae, John Davies,
and Peter Jones.
next almost 30 years. The architect for that building
was 19-year-old Allan Rae Jr., then in his second year
of Architecture at U of T. Allan also designed the locker
blocks and more recently the new locker building and
the LTS building.
When the dinghy shed was built
there was no sheet pile wall on the
east side of the Club property. The
building and launch ramp straddled
the shore. The steel wall was
constructed by the City in 1961 and
the shoreline was extended
eastward and the area filled. The original ramp was
placed on the ground in front of the dinghy shed as a
rigging area. A new ramp was constructed off the new
wall to facilitate launching. The boats were designed to

store indoors when not being sailed. The masts, booms,
and sails could be quickly removed and stored between
races beside each boat in the dinghy shed. The boats
would be moved in and out of the dinghy shed on
wheeled dollies. Prior to a race, the dinghy shed and
the area in front was a hive of activity.
QCYC 14 sailors were always at or near the front of the
fleet. In 1957 Allan Rae, with Paul Henderson now of
RCYC, and Alf Jenkins of National Yacht Club successfully defended the Emerson Challenge Cup, a team
racing event between Canada and the United States. A
newspaper article (yes, local papers covered local
sports back then) by Bill Thompson described the
racing and included the following extraordinary
description:
This series—three boats per side—produced
some extraordinary tactics on the part of the
14-foot dinghymen involved. Queen City’s Al
Rae Jr., for example, lost his mast’s vital

Dinghy Shed in the late ’50s looking south.
KC106 is Peter Jones, KC47 is Mel Harris.
The QCYC Snipe fleet is in the foreground.

weather sidestay at a critical point in the first
race. In a nonce, he and Paul Carver
unstepped the 30-ft stick, made emergency
repairs, set the spar back in place and
finished the race under jib to give the
Canadians a 2½ point edge. With the wind
blowing well over thirty, and gusty as all get
out, ’twas the trick of the meet.

Doug Clapp, Peter Jones, and Davey Bell were also
successful enough on the race course to be awarded th
Club’s Parkinson Trophy, that beautiful scale model of
the clubhouse in silver, “for the Most Outstanding
Achievement or Merit in Open Yachting Completion”.
Clapp in 1952, the year the trophy was dedicated, and
Jones and Bell shared it in 1959.
The QCYC 14 fleet was now well established.
TO BE CONCLUDED IN THE NEXT ISSUE.
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Call for Nominations
for Awards
By Graham Dougall, Rear Commodore
In addition to the awards for racing, several awards are presented for outstanding achievement. These include:
• Parkinson Trophy - Outstanding achievement in open competition (*)
• Sportsmanship Trophy - Member exhibiting the most sportsmanlike conduct (*) (**)
• QCYC 16-foot Skiff Cup - Most valuable keelboat crew (*) (**)
• NYC 16-foot Skiff Cup - Most improved sailor (*) (**)
• Jack Albertson Trophy - Outstanding service to the Club (*) (**)
• Bobby Norton Plaque - Community service through yachting (*) (**)
• Valhalla Trophy - Awarded annually to the yacht with the best cruising log (*) (**) (***) (****)
• Georgina World Cup - Awarded annually to the yacht which has entered the greatest number of individual ports
outside a 25 nautical mile radius from the Club (*) (**) (***) (****)
• QCYC Regatta 1904 Special Class - Best Photograph (*) (**) (*****)
• QCYC Regatta 1905 Special Class - Best Photograph Showing QCYC Spirit (*) (**) (*****)
*

Only awarded to members of the Club

**

Members of the Board of Directors are not eligible

***

The yacht involved must be a member of the Club's squadron

****

A nomination for the cruising trophies must be accompanied by the yacht's logbook along
with the Nomination Form

***** Best picture awards will be awarded to photographs submitted to the
Communications Committee for publication during the season

NOTE: Nominations for these awards must be submitted on the nomination form to the office
Attn.: Awards Committee or by email to awards@qcyc.ca by August 31. Please submit nominations
using the form at www.qcyc.ca/social/awards with one form per nomination.
All trophies must be returned to the office now.
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The History
of AHMEN
Racing
Edited by Frank Bushe
Contributors: Don Sunderland (HCYC), John Waddell
(NYC), Carole Pearcy (HCYC), Stephen Faller (NYC)

The origin of the name AHMEN and
how one club’s Frostbite Series
developed into an inter-club regatta.
It All Started at One Club
In the late 1970s, Harbour City Yacht Club had an
aggressive group of racers. Members not only competed
in the HCYC mid-week events, they also entered MYRC
(Metro Yacht Racing Council) races as well as inter-club
competitions in Toronto, Hamilton, Oakville, and
Montreal. However, this was not enough for these
keeners, as all racing ended early in September.
HCYC's then race manager, Carole Pearcy, after listening
to all the moaning about the lack of racing, suggested
a club frostbite series held on weekends. It proved an
immediate success.
Then came the day when Carole was anchored on one
side of the Dufferin buoy finishing HCYC and AYC racers,

while Janet Willings, NYC Principal Race Officer, was
anchored on the other side of the buoy finishing the
NYC fleet. At the same time, boats from RCYC were
using the buoy as a rounding mark. Janet Willings,
being a good friend of Carole, suggested combining the
efforts of both race committees and, further, proposed
that NYC provide the committee boat.
It wasn’t long before other clubs expressed an interest
in participating.

The Frostbite Series Expands and
Gets Its Own Name
A meeting was held with representatives from five main
clubs: Alexandra Yacht Club, Harbour City Yacht Club,
Mimico Cruising Club, Etobicoke Yacht Club, and
National Yacht Club. Carole Pearcy thought the series
needed a name and played around with the initials of
the clubs involved, coming up with AHMEN. The name
not only incorporated the initials of the participating
clubs but also it seemed to be an apt expression to
mark the end of the racing season.
Soon after, the Boulevard Club and Toronto Sailing and
Canoe Club became active in AHMEN.
By the 1990s, under the chairmanship of Steve Reid
from EYC and Treasurer Lori Anderson from HCYC,
the now established and very successful weekend
schedule was two races in August and four in
September. At that time there were two white sail and
three spinnaker starts, all operating under the PHRF-LO
handicap system.
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AHMEN Gets Its Own Website and
More Clubs Join
The 2000 season saw a new slate of organizing volunteers: Chair, Stephen Faller; Treasurer, Pat McRae (EYC);
and Scorer, Paul Bryan.
The website, www.ahmen.ca, was the creation of John
Waddell (NYC), who donated his time and funds to set
it up. While it wasn't pretty, it was functional: results
were posted quickly and previous season results were
archived on the site. An updated website appeared in
2011—this time with some social
media connection—again generously
provided and managed by John
Waddell.

In July 2016, following the passing of webmaster John
Waddell, his executor generously transferred ownership
of www.ahmen.ca. Ean Kingston from QCYC assumed the
webmaster role.
By 2019, in response to the growth in participation of
larger and faster boats, a third spinnaker start was
added. So once again there are five starts in each race.
And if more boats from QCYC come out to join the fun
racing, starting August 11, 2019, maybe we'll be able
to reinstate the small-boat spinnaker start.

AHMEN RACING 2019

In 2001 Queen City Yacht Club joined
AHMEN Racing and thereafter
increased participation.
By 2007, as competitors raced bigger
boats, there was a drop in the
number of participants in the slowest
spinnaker fleet. Racers were subsequently consolidated into two
spinnaker and two non-spinnaker
fleets.
Ashbridge’s Bay Yacht Club became
part of AHMEN Racing in 2010 when
an R-class boat officially joined the
competition. By 2012 there were four
R-class boats and within AHMEN they
race level for a vintage R-boat award,
the Wilf Scott Memorial Trophy.
Also in 2010, NYC repurposed the
Argosy Rose Bowl trophy. It is now
awarded for the best corrected time
among all PHRF starts of the second
AHMEN race of the season.This same
year saw the Royal Canadian Yacht
Club become the tenth AHMEN
Racing club.
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What is it?
A series of six inter-club races held Aug through Sept.
Two white sail and three spinnaker starts, all PHRF.
Races are typically 2 to 3 hours in length.
A great mix of windward, leeward and reaching legs.

Where is it?
Races start in the middle of Humber Bay and potential
course marks span from EYC/MCC marks to the Leslie
Street Spit.

What is the schedule?

Race 1 : Sun Aug 11

Race 4 : Sat Sept 14

Race 2 : Sat Aug 17

Race 5 : Sun Sept 22

Race 3 : Sun Sept 8

Race 6 : Sun Sept 29

Compete in the entire series or whichever races fit in.

What does it cost and how do I enter?
It’s free to enter; just register before the first race in
which you wish to compete. See www.ahmen.ca.

QCYC’s AHMEN rep is Frank Bushe.

A Bubble
in the Stream
by John Fursdon

The highest wisdom is to view all of the fleeting world
As a star at dawn, a bubble in the stream
... a flickering lamp
The Diamond Sutra
OK, I know this is a pretentious quote. But hey, I could
have gone with “The Zen of the N.W. Trades.”
I grew up “off the grid” on a hill country farm on
Dartmoor. Which is a National Park where nothing new
is permitted. And hasn’t changed really from tin-mining
times. The water I knew about then was the spring
where we got our drinking water and the Webburn River
which flowed through the farm.
Then my dad got tired of farming all summer and

started to go fishing for sea bass off Teignmouth. He
hired a boat from Fred, on the back beach, which
fronted the river Teign. Fred was an old salt. Weatherbeaten, ageless, “skipper of a clipper” so he said. And
in fear of his wife if he stepped out of line, when he
would “get in the rattle.” He taught me how to row and
so I would help him shoot the fish nets, him casting in
the stern as I pulled on the oars. We caught sand eels
at high tide and salmon at low tide. Tho’ there were not
many salmon to be had even then. The “salmon boat”
was carvel built, about 18 foot long. They are now used
for Salmon Boat racing, but made of GRP.
“If you wants to go sailin’ ” said Fred, “we could go out
in the Alice.” The Alice was a wood (of course) 12AUGUST 2019 QCYC CLIPPER PAGE 19

beautiful summer day. I was driving an open-topped
Land Rover along the river Deben in Suffolk. It was
George Whisstock’s Land Rover, from Whisstock’s yard
in Woodbridge. “I am free, free, free” I thought."
Outside in the sunshine. No beepers, no phone, and
sleep through the night."

Webburn River,
Dartmoor

footer, into which you could drop a centreboard and rig
a short mast to carry a gunter rig with cotton sails. I
don’t think I learnt the difference between going about
with the wind ahead or astern, so it was a good job I
learnt how to duck, sharpish-like. “A gybe all standin’ ”
Fred said.

Fast-Forward
So anyway, I finished medical school and had done
about two years of slave labour in the National Health
Service. We learnt our craft by doing. For instance, in
Bradford Children’s Hospital, I would do ward rounds
and carry the “beeper” and admit sick children. By
myself. Every week I was on call 24 hours a day, with
the exception of Tuesday and Thursday night. Every
other week I got the weekend off. You do the math.
Slave wages too.
I am only telling you this because of the contrast to a
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We were fitting out Shiris, a 57-foot yawl, built in
the late 1930s by Luke Brothers on the Hamble River
in southern England. Built with oak frames on an elm
backbone, pitch-pine planking and teak deck. A
picture is worth a thousand words: see illustration.
Life is too short to sail an ugly boat.
Shiris had a traditional spoon bow and a counter
stern. And a deep cockpit with a spoked wheel. This
was going to be my first foray offshore. Destination,
the Solomon Isles.
One of the boatyard shipwrights was looking up at
Shiris’s mast. “70-foot mast! She won’t half roll when
she gets to sea. If I was you, I’d climb up and saw 10
feet off the top.” And wandered off not waiting for any
discussion.
And roll she did—well, a bit. We had to sail her into
the North Sea and turn right off the Kentish coast to
take her down the English Channel. I spent, of course,
the first 24 hours vomiting and swearing never, ever,
ever to go big-boat sailing again.
It’s okay, I’m not going to go into details of the
passage, or the ports we didn’t call. We navigated of
course by sight, using the flashing characteristics of
lighthouses to find our position. North Foreland
Fl(5)RW: 20 secs. Portland Bill Fl(4): 20 secs. Flickering
lamps in a fleeting world. On to Berry Head with its
still standing Napoleonic Fort. Thence up the Plym
Estuary, to take a buoy just off Mashford's yard where
further work was to be done on Shiris. To our surprise,
moored around 30 yards away was Sir Francis Chichester's yacht Gypsy Moth, the boat that “circled the
world.” When circling the world single-handed was not
frequently done, and when Cape Horn was a place of

mythical danger, with many stories of huge rollers,
pitch poling, or swamping. It was at Mashford’s yard
that Sir Francis always fitted out.
To be prepared for the voyage into the Atlantic I read
the first edition of Adlard Coles’ Heavy Weather Sailing.
In which there were pictures of rogue waves dwarfing
tankers and accounts of the disastrous 1957 Fastnet
race in which many yachts were lost. And in which
Bloodhound, the Duke of Edinburgh’s yacht, being
driven towards a lee shore, in desperation threw out
the anchor (do not try this at home) which miraculously held. But when they tried to pull up the anchor
chain, the links were stretched taut, like a wire. The
1957 storm is not as famous as the 1995 disaster, but
is recognised to be just as bad, with 29 yachts
withdrawing from a fleet of 41. (Bloodhound had won
two previous races, so they knew what they were doing!
Though I doubt they anchored during their winning
Fastnets.)

And so to the sea.
First up, the Bay of
Biscay. The wind was
blowing Beaufort
Force 7: “sea heaps
up and white foam
from breaking waves
begins to be blown in
streaks along the
direction of the wind.
Near gale.” (So much
more descriptive than
“28 knots.”) I came
on watch with big
rollers and spindrift
coming from astern.
The long counter
stern lifted easily in
the waves, and Shiris
Roland our navigator
stayed steady as she
taking a sun sight.
goes. “She was built
for this, you fool,” I
thought. And gave up
my fears of heavy weather sailing.
The most wonderful time was at night. (We found just
one person enough to manage her.) The bow lifting
under the moonlight. I could lash the wheel, climb
forward on the bowsprit, and watch dolphins arrow in
from the ocean and jump and tumble under the rise and
fall of the spoon bow. (Would they do this in front of a
plumb bow? Could you tell me, because I don’t know.)
What we can learn from dolphins (and whales): how to
have FUN.

Bubbles in the Stream:
the fleeting world
Shiris in storm
(with tanbark sails).

Never again would a boat like Shiris be built. There is
no pitch pine left. “Brilliant stuff, consequently all
used up. Extinct.” Any teak available is new growth
with wide rings and will not hold fastenings well. Dutch
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Elm Disease put paid to that wood.
Never again the beauty of a counter stern.
Never again being able to anchor off in Madeira, and
have dinner at Read’s Hotel on the cliff. Our owner
Michael somewhat underdressed for this hotel at which
Churchill wrote his war memoirs. He was in his bare
feet and sneakers, but able to look down at Shiris, the
only passage-making yacht in sight.
Never again learning to race dinghies in Teignmouth
harbour, with 6-knot tides, back eddies and a sandbank
to avoid. The harbour is now filled with plastic boats,
most of which are hardly ever sailed. So the bubble

passes down a narrow channel between the moored and
underused vessels on its way to the sea.
A bubble from a previous century would pass by in the
St Lawrence River, as the British and French plundered
the stands of Upper Canada’s oaks to build men o’ war
for stupid European conflicts. It took 6,000 trees to
build Victory.
And worst of all, not the numbers of bubbles created by
the beautiful swift, playful, and undoubtedly cognisant
marine mammals. British and Norwegian whalers
processed more than 30,000 blue whales in one year,
1929. Now these majestic creatures are reduced to a
population of less than 2,000. Never again on a silent
moonlit night to have seen dolphins at play.
“To have touched their perfect bodies with
my mind, because there was no other way to
touch their perfect bodies” (Leonard Cohen).
Never again an old salt in a torn blue
guernsey sweater teaching a kid how to row.
PS. You may think this is nostalgic fantasy,
to go back to a better time. It is not. You
cannot step in the same river twice. Neither
can I. Neither can humankind.

Commodore
Genia Vanderkruk commodore@qcyc.ca

With the water levels receding and
the temperatures soaring, Queen
City is finally starting to feel like
the Club we all know and love.
If Lobsterfest was any indication,
members are happy to once again be enjoying the
beautiful view from the lawn with their family and
friends. Wednesday night racing and LTS sessions are in
full swing, with the boat launch area on the Rapids
Queen working well. Our restaurant is fully operational
and our caterer, Mike, is looking forward to your visit.
After having been closed to visiting yachts for much
of the summer, we will be accepting visitors after
the August long weekend. If you come across
anyone visiting us from another club, please help
them feel welcome.

they live aboard, or live close by. On behalf of the
entire membership—THANK YOU.
If you haven’t spent much time at the Club this season,
come on back. Dock power is on at the south shore
docks, and Red and Blue sections will be inspected as
soon as water levels permit. Lawn areas are drying out,
and pumps are available to help speed this along.
We’ve got some great events planned in August,
including the Women Skippers Race and the popular
QCYC Blues Band! I hope everyone takes some time to
enjoy the remainder of the sailing season, whether here
at the Club or cruising our beautiful lake.

At the July Board meeting, a committee was
struck to look at longterm options for dealing
with fluctuating water levels. Ken Owen has
kindly agreed to head up this group. Any options
which require significant funding will be
discussed with the membership before any
commitments are made. As a first step, many of
the sandbags currently on site will be used to
form part of a permanent berm along the north
edge of the property. Other solutions may be
considered for other areas of the grounds, but in
general, we’d like to reduce the amount of effort
required the next time the water rises.
Once again I will take this opportunity to thank
the many volunteers who have been helping
during this high water event. Sandbagging is
hard work, whether you’re laying bags or
removing them. Checking on pumps and water
levels day after day and night after night takes
its toll on those few who offer to help because
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Vice Commodore
Chris Borgal vicecommodore@qcyc.ca

I hope that a part of this message
may be an incentive (or maybe a
disincentive) to get our boats off
the docks and racing against other
clubs. We are a club, after all,
rather than a marina, and while we have all the
benefits of marina culture (barbecues, sitting on the
boat enjoying friends and drinks, cruising and being in
the sun and on the lake) we also have the added
benefits of being a club and being able to represent the
club and compete against others to test our mettle.
Several years ago, QCYC entered the LO 300 with a
bunch of boats and won several firsts, and line honours
as well. This year and last? Well, not so much; only two
QC boats were out there this year. We have a lot of
great sailors at QCYC (still can’t catch Bandolier and
Gone With the Wind on Wednesdays, and Don’t Think
Twice is always a contender for the follow-up as they
beat me last Wednesday yet again) but we need more
participation in inter-club racing. Yes, the ABYC regatta
had lousy weather, as we typically do for the QCYC
regatta as it is the end of the season but that is part of
the fun. So, what’s it like out there on a long race?
We would have got the jug but there is no jug in the
LO300, dang it. In the first few hours, the door to the
hanging locker got stuck and the crew asked me to see
if I could open it so we could stuff one of the survival
suits into it. The boat must have flexed as I was doing
so and it flew open fast enough that I managed to
implant a tooth into my top lip. Being still somewhat
dazed a couple of hours later, and at the helm with the
main halyard and boom more relaxed than they should
have been, a wind shift gybed the boom into my head
and knocked me off my feet. The crew exhibited
suitable concern and threw me away from the helm to
keep the boat in the race. Not much later, we hit the
weather and were running off a full gale in pounding
rain surfing the boat at 9 knots under lowering skies. I
recall trying to get to the head with the boat over at
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45 degrees saying to myself—what the hell am I doing
this for? Having fun yet? Well, that’s long-distance
racing! But so too was coming along the south shore in
a full moon at 3 to 4 knots with the water windless and
oily, and seeing the boats out in the middle of the lake
stall as we picked up the land breeze. And making the
boat move ahead in practically no air at all and
wondering how we were doing against the rest of the
fleet. And pounding into a 20-knot breeze with the
boat close-hauled and flat out. And, yes, getting a flag
at the end and enjoying other clubs and their members
at the pre-race and post-race events. It’s an incredible
experience and if you have a boat, and since you are
members of a club, it is all available to you. Each boat
out there is its own little space capsule community
with its own spirit and set of adventures. These events
create memories for the rest of your lives. If you don’t
want to do overnight racing, there are other races, such
as the short-handed series day events and the AHMEN
series which starts in August and is an enjoyable few
hours on Humber Bay with long tacks and lots of
competition. And, above all, plan to be in the QCYC
regatta: we don’t want Genia to have to wear the hot
dog suit! Get out there and enjoy!
On other notes, with the water going down we are now
looking at what sandbags can be left in place to
provide protection in the event of future high water.
Past Commodore Ken Owen is chairing a committee to
look into how to deal with Post Flood activities (Noah
probably did the same thing). I am looking at the
possibility of jacking up the clubhouse and some of our
other buildings to reduce the risk of future floods.
Lobsterfest is behind us, the Women Skippers Race and
Pig Roast are ahead, power is coming back to the
docks, and new menus are being tried out in the
restaurant. It’s your Club—come out and enjoy it!

House
Mark MacRae house@qcyc.ca

I would like to begin this month’s
update with a huge thank you to
the people who helped source
and deliver all the new balcony
chairs, which seem to be working
out quite well. I hope they will last many years.
Jacqui Cook and
Eriks Rugelis, Jim
Thorndycraft and
Martha Dunlop,
Linda and Martin
Hodgkinson, Ken
and Deanna
Owen—I hope I
haven’t missed
anyone. And a
special thanks to
my good friend
Paul Horne for suggesting these quite ideal chairs in
the first place.
As mentioned in my May update, the women’s
washroom is going to receive a full renovation after

the end of this sailing season. A basic plan for this
renovation has been conceived and, thanks to to
Nick Mather, a draft plan has been drawn up. The
major change planned in this draft is a reconfiguration of the shower area in order to create private
change/shower stalls. Other highlights are new
flooring, sinks and counters, and a change table.
In the creation of this draft, several women were
consulted of course. But I would welcome more
comment before finalizing the materials list. So, on
August 23 at 7:30
p.m. in the Snug, I
would like to meet
with any interested
members for a
discussion of this
renovation. Any
questions,
comments or
general feedback
on this draft would
be appreciated.
On a related note, this is a project that will be
completed by our members. I am generally aware of
the members with skills in the relevant trades and
have spoken to a few already who are interested in
working on this. I am sure there are others who I am
not aware of. If you have the skills, please let me
know.

513 Church Street
(416) 922-9971
www.ladybugflorist.com
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Membership

Planning

Sandy Mandel membership@qcyc.ca

Dan Smith planning@qcyc.ca

New Members
Carol Lawlor and Chris Hastings
—Associate Members
We are partners in life and in our
podiatry clinic.
After decades of
enjoying sailing and
cruising on Lake
Ontario, the TrentSevern, and Georgian
Bay, we are delighted to
be welcomed as
Associate Members.
Looking forward to the
many activities, dining
and dancing at the
Queen City Yacht Club.

Ahoy! Just a quick note to keep
people up to date on my work as
Planning Chair. The scanning
implementation on the tender
went smoothly and continues to work as intended. As
of writing, we have logged 15,238 passengers. We are
also logging bicycles, leave behinds, manual overrides.
The next steps for this project will be to finish
collecting the data and run some analysis to try to
glean some insight into how our great fleet is used. We
can correlate the data with club events, races, work
parties, and even the weather! Of course, the high
water this year is likely biasing results. I plan to
continue this work into the foreseeable future to
gradually increase our understanding of how the tender
service is used and how various types of outside events
can influence demand.
My other major endeavour this year was to build a
front-office management tool that would consolidate
many disparate data sources and allow for the tracking
of demographic changes at the Club over time. Specific
examples might include average age, boat size, keel
draught, beam, and other fun points for discussion
around the yard. This work has been slightly delayed by
other work around the Club, but I hope to have a
working beta system running this month and would
expect full rollout next year. What’s the point of all
this, you ask? By making a user-friendly front-office
tool as the system of record, we stand to gain an actual
system of record that also tracks changes over time.
This will significantly inform planning decisions over
the long term and empower board decisions.
Lastly, I would be remiss if I didn’t tell you to SAIL THE
QCYC OPEN REGATTA on September 7th. Register at
lorc.ca. Register and sail to defend our commodore
against ABYC’s regatta challenge! It’s fun and there are
great prizes and always a sweet grand prize.
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The Role of the
Management Committee
By Jacqui Cook
The Board of Directors of QCYC is intended to have
committees that help the Board accomplish the Club’s
work. The Management Committee is a standing
Committee of the Board. It is chaired by the Vice
Commodore and the regular attendees are the Treasurer,
the House Chair and the Fleet Captain. The Secretary
and Commodore are ex-officio members. In recent
years, the Club Manager is routinely invited to attend
Management Committee meetings. The Committee
usually meets once a month on the Thursday preceding
the Board Meeting.
According to QCYC’s Bylaw One, the Management
Committee “shall superintend and co-ordinate the
general operations of the club.” In practical terms, the

Management Committee looks after the day-to-day
operations of the Club. Regular agenda items include
reviewing member suggestions, adjusting operations to
respond to changes in bylaws or legislation, hiring Club
staff, reviewing unpaid member bills, and approving
member payment plans.
The Vice Commodore prepares the Management
Committee Report that is presented at the Board
meeting. The Management Committee does not set
budgets, approve capital expenditures, make rules that
appear in the Member Handbook, or set member fees.
These types of items are discussed and approved by a
vote of the Board.
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ONE MORE TIME!
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Saturday, August 17, 7:30 pm, QCYC Great Hall

P
P

FEATURING

• Bruce Beyer • Kenny Rodmell
• Klaus Brockhausen • George Davie
• John Coull • Mark Millen

P

SPECIAL GUESTS

P

P

Jan Brockhausen, Kristen & Shannon Coull,
Dan Smith, James Rodmell
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